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DESCRIPTION

INSTANT POWDER FORM TURKISH COFFEE MIXTURE NOT REQUIRING COOKING AND ITS PRODUCTION METHOD

THE RELATED ART
The invention relates to Turkish coffee, which is a well known and traditional drink in the food sector.

The present invention particularly relates to the method of obtaining ready-made Turkish coffee without using traditional preparing method and by only adding hot water in homes, offices, cafes, restaurants, hotels, and air-sea-land journeys, and relates to the Turkish coffee product obtained by using this method.

THE PRIOR ART
Turkish coffee is the name of the coffee preparation and cooking method invented by Turkish people. It has a special taste, foam, smell, cooking, and peculiar identity and tradition due to its way of offering. It is the only type of coffee offered with its coffee grounds. Its properties can be listed as below:

- It is the oldest way of cooking coffee in the world.
  - It is formed of foam, coffee, and coffee grounds.
  - It is the coffee type, the taste of which maintains on palate for the longest time thanks to its soft and velvety foam.
  - It can remain hot thanks to this tasty foam which can remain undeformed for a few minutes.
- Since it is offered in thin edged coffee cup, it cools slower than other coffee types and thus provides a longer coffee delight.
  - It sticks in mind by intensely stimulating the taste perceptions in the mouth via its dense and syrup-like consistency.
- It is more consistent, soft, and aromatic than other coffee types.
  - It can easily be distinguished from other coffee types with the delightful smell and special foam peculiar to itself.
  - It is accepted by the lovers as the only coffee that can be drunk by being cooked.
  - It is the only type of coffee used for telling about future via coffee fortune-telling.
• It is unique because its coffee is in the cup; however, since it settles at the bottom as coffee grounds, it does not require filtration or draining.
• Since sugar is added during preparation, later on, adding sugar is not necessary contrary to other coffee types.
• It is healthy, because its coffee grounds accumulating at the bottom of the cup is not drunk.
• Although it is frequently drunk, it does not cause bloated feeling in the stomach because it is not excessive in amount.
• It contains less caffeine in one sip than other coffee types.
• It is the only type of coffee offered ready to drink, since its sugar is added during cooking according to preference.
• The previous tastes found in the mouth are removed by drinking water before coffee, and thus coffee taste is uniquely enjoyed.
• By having impact on the Turkish social life, Turkish coffee have become a symbol of friendship and become a ceremony subject of "asking for the girl in marriage".

Traditional Turkish coffee cooking method known in the prior art is as follows: Coffee cup is filled to the brim with cold drinking water and the water is poured into the coffee pot. Two tea spoons of roast coffee and arbitrarily 100-300 micron thickness ground coffee (which is approximately equal to 5 grams of coffee) are added to the coffee pot for each cup of coffee. Sugar is arbitrarily added (called as plain, middle, sugar). Coffee or the coffee and the sugar are thoroughly mixed at medium heat. Foam starts to form in about a minute. Foam is taken into the cup and the coffee is maintained to be cooked. The foam formed is taken into the cup repeatedly (3 times in average). Finally, the remaining coffee is cooked to come to the boil for once more and then poured into the cups. Therefore, it has a laborious method of preparation.

For centuries, Turkish coffee not having quick and practical consumption properties had difficulty in going beyond specific limits by being in the shadow of instant coffees in the world market due to its difficult preparation method. In other words, although it has better quality raw material properties than instant coffees, it has been kept in the background in the market due to its impractical preparation. When the desired ease of preparation and the taste standard is achieved, the consumption ratio of this tasty
product may reach and even exceed the consumption ratio of instant coffee products in the Turkish and world market.

Since the instant coffee market have increased in 3 years from 2 thousand 500 hundred tons to 12 thousand tones, large companies are preparing to enter into the Turkish market with instant coffee products. Via the coffee chains opening one after another, the total share of the instant coffees among the 280 million TL coffee market have reached to 81 percent. In the market where Turkish coffee has declined down to 18 percent, the share of Cappuccino has reached to 2.8 percent. Last year, companies have reached the growth rate of 25 percent and Cappuccino reaching 8 million TL sales volume this year targets 10 million TL. Reasons of the decline of Turkish coffee in this market are: having the disadvantage of preparation time and impracticalness, difficulty of finding personnel to spare this time in coffee chains, and also tending of consumers towards other coffee types which are prepared in a quicker manner in convenience with the present day needs. When these problems are solved, a keen competition will be formed between instant coffees and instant Turkish coffee. When our fortune-telling culture is also considered, the number of people preferring instant Turkish coffee would increase. All of the markets wherein instant coffee is consumed are also potential markets for instant Turkish coffee. Turkish coffee, which can not be offered in buses, planes, fast food chains, and hotel rooms due to its way of preparation, will be able to obtain its share in these markets with its new face.

In the prior art, there are some applications for enrichment of the coffee used in the above disclosed Turkish coffee preparation with aromas and obtaining different tastes. Some of these are given below.

In the patent applications with no TR 2005 03614 and TR 2005 00808, Turkish coffee types having special mixtures are disclosed. This invention particularly relates to formation of Turkish coffee types with special mixtures in various tastes via addition of various vegetal ingredient substances into Turkish coffee having indispensable place in Turkish kitchen. In this way, various types such as gum mastic, coconut, cardamom, vanilla, and chocolate Turkish coffee are obtained.
However, the above disclosed applications have drawbacks. Classical way preparing of Turkish coffee is not practical and fast. Moreover, standard product quality would depend on the person since a taste and appearance is obtained according to the skill of the person cooking Turkish coffee. Therefore, it is not possible to achieve the same consistence every time.

Some of the present applications are studies made for aromatizing and/or foaming of instant coffee. One of these is the Russian patent with no RU2279227 C2 (EP1 135992B1) and its purpose is to obtain the instant roasted and ground coffee drink on the surface of which foam is formed after addition of water. The coffee drink disclosed here comprises base having instant gas, instant coffee in the form of solid particles, and instant filling material. In this way, a coffee drink like espresso is obtained.

On the other hand, the method for preparing instant Turkish coffee and the patent application with no TR 2006 01696 disclosing the coffee prepared with this method are found in the prior art. The present invention relates to the instant Turkish coffee to be used in preparing traditional Turkish coffee with coffee grounds and foam without requiring addition of any other substance after addition of hot water on it.

However, the foaming agent sodium carbonate used in the product of the invention disclosed in this application causes the foam to have coffee grounds in undesired amounts and prevents formation of the original Turkish coffee foam appearance and taste (foam ingredient). The high amount of heat used in the instant coffee production process (spraying) may affect the oils of the coffee and thus ruin its natural aroma. Caffeine amount found in the instant coffee is generally much more than the Turkish coffee. Also, since it is a processed product, it is far from being a natural product such as Turkish coffee. In the light of these reasons, addition of instant coffee in the Turkish coffee estranges the product from Turkish coffee format. In fact, according to coffee lovers and experts, instant coffee is not considered as coffee. Although the word "coffee" is found in its name, it is actually a "drink with coffee". 3 of the 4 substances (instant coffee, coffee bleach, and sugar) used in the product disclosed in the patent application with no TR 2006 01696 form the powder drink mixture known as 3 in 1 in the market. Extra added foaming agent sodium carbonate can not give
the Turkish coffee foam taste and forms only foam with coffee grounds (foam without coffee grounds is preferred).

As a result, the need for the coffee mixture providing the classical cooked Turkish coffee taste and structure and for its production method and the inadequacy of the present solutions have necessitated improvement in the related technical field.

PURPOSE OF THE INVENTION
From the known status of the art, the purpose of the invention is to obtain a functional coffee mixture and a method for obtaining this mixture, which has the taste and structure properties of the classical Turkish coffee cooked by addition of water.

Another purpose of the invention is to develop a coffee mixture and a method for obtaining this coffee mixture, which provides saving from time, labour, and energy and thus quicker consumption of Turkish coffee.

Within this concept, another purpose of the invention is to increase the market share of Turkish coffee and facilitate its competition with foreign based instant coffees.

Another purpose of the invention is to eliminate the boiling operation and provide acceptable levels of the cafestol and kahweol found in the coffee bean (6-12 mg/cup) and found in relatively higher rates in boiled Turkish coffee as a result of boiling. Cafestol and kahweol in normal levels are anti-carcinogenic substances. However, when they are found in high rates, they increase the serum cholesterol level in human and thus cause atherosclerosis. The ratios of these components are kept lower since the coffee mixture of the invention is not boiled with water and their negative impacts on human health are decreased.

Another purpose of the invention is to obtain a coffee mixture providing the consumer to easily prepare tasty Turkish coffee himself/herself.

Another purpose of the invention is to facilitate its preparation only by addition of boiling water via the applications and adjustments to be made during the production process.
In order to achieve the above said purposes, the invention is the method for preparing Turkish coffee mixture in instant powder form not requiring cooking in the food sector, and it is characterized in that; it comprises the operation steps of:
- roasting of Arabica or Robusta coffee beans with classical method,
- blending of coffee beans with foaming agent just after the ending of roasting operation,
- resting of this blend for 10-30 minutes,
- grinding of the rested blend with classical method,
- re-grinding of the grinded mixture for 10 seconds in the grinding mixer,
- mixing of the grinded mixture for 5 seconds in another mixer,
- addition of foaming agent, powder coffee aroma, and thickener into the obtained mixture,
- mixing of this mixture in the mixer for 10 seconds, and
- packaging of the mixture quickly.

In order to achieve the above said purposes, the method of preparing instant powder form Turkish coffee mixture comprises the operation step of blending the coffee bean with stabilizer, skimmed milk powder, milk protein, vegetable oil emulsifier, and foaming agent comprising glucose just after the ending of roasting operation.

In order to achieve the above said purposes, the method of preparing instant powder form Turkish coffee mixture comprises the operation step of addition of Quillaja extract as the foaming agent after the grinding operation.

In order to achieve the above said purposes, the method of preparing instant powder form Turkish coffee mixture comprises the operation step of adding powder coffee aroma made of Arabica (coffee Arabica) or Robusta (coffee canephora) bean.

In order to achieve the above said purposes, the method of preparing instant powder form Turkish coffee mixture comprises the operation step of adding thickener substance in the form of individuals or combinations selected from the group consisting of gum arabic, xanthan gum, and guar gum.
In order to achieve the above said purposes, the method of preparing instant powder form Turkish coffee mixture comprises the operation step of adding sweetening agent together with the addition of foaming agent, powder coffee aroma, and thickener.

In order to achieve the above said purposes, the method of preparing instant powder form Turkish coffee mixture comprises the operation step of adding powder form aroma together with the addition of foaming agent, powder coffee aroma, and thickener.

In order to achieve the above said purposes, the method of preparing instant powder form Turkish coffee mixture comprises the operation step of adding alcohol within dissolvable balls together with the addition of foaming agent, powder coffee aroma, and thickener.

In order to achieve the above said purposes, instant powder form Turkish coffee mixture comprises 40-80% coffee bean by weight, 10-35% foaming agent by weight, 0,05-5% coffee aroma by weight, and 0,05-5% thickener by weight.

In order to achieve the above said purposes, instant powder form Turkish coffee mixture comprises 40-80% coffee bean by weight, 0-50% sweetening agent by weight, 10-35% foaming agent by weight, 0,05-5% coffee aroma by weight, 0,05-5% thickener by weight, 0,05-5% aroma by weight, and 0,05-10% alcohol balls by weight.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The instant Turkish coffee of the invention is in ready-to-use form and it comprises coffee bean, sweetening agent, foaming agent, powder coffee aroma, and thickener agent.

The said coffee bean is preferably Arabica (coffee Arabica), but the Robusta coffee (coffee canephora) bean can also be used.
The said sweetening agent is preferably table sugar (sucrose), but it can also be selected from the group consisting of fructose, galactose, glucose, maltose, sorbitol, and lactose.

Quillaja extract and Foamer M35 are used as the said foam maker agent. The quillaja extract (Quillaja .Quillaia, Saponaria Extract Powder) obtained from Quillaja Saponaria Molina Tree and Foamer M35 (stabilizer E340, skimmed milk powder, milk protein, vegetable oil emulsifier, glucose) are used for forming foam appearance and original Turkish coffee foam ingredient. These raw materials give the appearance of Turkish coffee cooked with classical cooking method to the instant Turkish coffee and at the same time provide the original Turkish coffee foam appearance and taste.

At the end of roasting operation of coffee beans, the foamer M35 agent added before cooling of coffee beans absorbs the lipids found in the coffee in the ratio of 10-16% and provides the final product with the facility to achieve the original Turkish coffee foam quality in terms of foam ingredient and taste.

The said powder coffee aroma is Arabica (coffee Arabica) or Robusta coffee (coffee canephora) bean aroma. Arabica Turkish coffee powder aroma (obtained by extraction of Arabica coffee bean) provides different final product aroma and this aroma is the same with the original Turkish coffee aroma.

The said thickener agent is gum arabic or xanthan gum or guar gum. Gum arabic (Acacia gum purified and instantised) is purified and brought into dissolvable structure or xanthan gum (obtained by fermentation of glucose or sucrose sugar with Xanthomonas campestris bacteria) or guar gum (obtained by extraction of guar bean plant) substances provide obtaining original Turkish coffee consistence. Therefore, the final product consistence is different from its equals and it is in the original Turkish coffee consistence.

Except these, gum mastic, almond, Coconut, clove, mint, rose, caramel, milk etc. aromas and cognac, whiskey, vodka etc. alcohol or alcohol balls can be added.
Product variety is obtained via gum mastic, almond, coconut, clove, mint, rose, caramel, and milk etc. aroma products and different product types are provided for consumers with different tastes. It is aimed to obtain different tastes by including cognac, vodka, whiskey etc. alcohols into the formulation in dry instant balls and include these types in the markets wherein alcoholic coffees are consumed.

Cafestol and kahweol are two components found in the coffee bean. They are known to increase the serum cholesterol level in human. The coffee components, cafestol and kahweol are responsible for this impact. Due to this explanation, boiled Turkish coffee, Scandinavian coffee, and French Press (cafetiere) coffee comprise relatively high ratio of cafestol and kahweol (6-12 mg/cup) and since in the product we produce, our product is not boiled itself and it directly contacts with the boiled water, the ratio of these components are in acceptable levels. Our product comprises low levels of cafestol and kahweol (0.2-0.6 mg/cup).

Below, a non-limiting example about the ingredient ratio by weight of the instant Turkish coffee presented within the context of the invention is given.

**Table-1: Ingredients of Powder Turkish coffee**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Preferred Amount by Weight (%)</th>
<th>Usable Amount by Weight (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coffee bean</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>40-80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweetening agent</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foaming agent Quillaja extract</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10-35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foamer M35 (stabilizer E340, skimmed milk powder, milk protein, vegetable oil emulsifier, glucose)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powder Coffee Aroma</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0,05-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickener</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0,05-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aroma</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,05-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol Balls</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,05-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to obtain powder mixture form instant Turkish coffee having the ingredient ratio given in the above table; firstly the Arabica or Robusta coffee bean is roasted with the classical method.
After ending of the roasting operation, the coffee is blended with the Foamer M35 agent via wooden scoop and rested for 10-30 minutes. In this resting phase, the Foamer absorbs the lipids found within the coffee bean in the ratio of 10-16%. And this increases the quality of foam.

The obtained blend is firstly grinded with the classical method and it is re-grinded for 10 seconds in a special grinder mixer in the second step of grinding. This operation provides purification of the coffee powders with the foamer. In the said grinding machine, the number of knives and crushing systems vary in terms of operation time and number of revolutions for each raw material in order to prevent damaging of raw materials. The time of being processed in the mixer also vary according to the raw material structure.

Afterwards, homogeneous 5 seconds mixing is conducted by using different mixer apparatus. These operations are different from classical preparation methods of the product and they increase and change the quality of the final product ready to be consumed in terms of appearance and taste.

Quillaja extract, powder coffee aroma, Gum arabic (or xanthan gum or guar gum), and table sugar substances are added to the obtained mixture and a homogeneous mixture is obtained by mixing in the mixer for 10 seconds.

Aroma and alcohol balls are added into the mixer according to production preference and mixed for 5 seconds.

The Turkish coffee mixture having taken its final state is packaged in special packages without losing time and stored in packages.

In order to convert the powder mixture bought by consumers into the known Turkish coffee; first of all, the instant powder mixture is poured into a cup, then boiled hot water is added in 2/3 ratio and mixed thoroughly, and after mixing, the remaining 1/3 ratio boiled water is added into the cup and thus it becomes ready for drinking.
CLAIMS

1. The invention is the method of preparing Turkish coffee mixture in instant powder form not requiring cooking in the food sector, and it is characterized in that; it comprises the operation steps of:
   - roasting of Arabica or Robusta coffee beans,
   - blending of coffee beans with foaming agent just after the ending of roasting operation,
   - resting of this blend for 10-30 minutes,
   - grinding of the rested blend,
   - re-grinding of the grinded mixture for about 10 seconds in the grinding mixer,
   - mixing of the grinded mixture for about 5 seconds in another mixer,
   - addition of foaming agent, powder coffee aroma, and thickener into the obtained mixture,
   - mixing of this mixture in the mixer for about 10 seconds, and
   - packaging of the mixture.

2. Method for preparing Turkish coffee mixture in instant powder form according to Claim 1, and it is characterized in that; it comprises the operation step of blending the coffee bean with stabilizer, skimmed milk powder, milk protein, vegetable oil emulsifier, and foaming agent comprising glucose just after the ending of roasting operation.

3. Method for preparing Turkish coffee mixture in instant powder form according to Claim 1, and it is characterized in that; it comprises the operation step of addition of Quillaja extract as the foaming agent after the grinding operation.

4. Method for preparing Turkish coffee mixture in instant powder form according to Claim 1, and it is characterized in that; it comprises the operation step of addition of powder coffee aroma made of Arabica (coffee Arabica) or Robusta (coffee canephora) bean or any combination of these.

5. Method for preparing Turkish coffee mixture in instant powder form according to Claim 1, and it is characterized in that; it comprises the operation step of adding thickener selected individually or in any combinations from the group consisting of gum arabic, xanthan gum, and guar gum.
6. Method for preparing Turkish coffee mixture in instant powder form according to
Claim 1, and it is characterized in that; it comprises the operation step of adding
sweetening agent together with the addition of foaming agent, powder coffee
aroma, and thickener.

7. Method for preparing Turkish coffee mixture in instant powder form according to
Claim 6, and it is characterized in that; it comprises the operation step of adding
sweetener agent selected individually or in any combinations from the group
consisting of table sugar (sucrose), fructose, galactose, glucose, maltose,
sorbitol, and lactose.

8. Method for preparing Turkish coffee mixture in instant powder form according to
Claim 1, and it is characterized in that; it comprises the operation step of adding
aroma in powder form together with the addition of foaming agent, coffee aroma
in powder form, and thickener.

9. Method for preparing Turkish coffee mixture in instant powder form according to
Claim 8, and it is characterized in that; it comprises the operation step of adding
aroma selected individually or in any combinations from the group consisting of
gum mastic, almond, coconut, clove, mint, rose, caramel, and milk aromas.

10. Method for preparing Turkish coffee mixture in instant powder form according to
Claim 1, and it is characterized in that; it comprises the operation step of adding
alcohol within dissolvable balls together with the addition of foaming agent,
powder coffee aroma, and thickener.

11. Method for preparing Turkish coffee mixture in instant powder form according to
Claim 10, and it is characterized in that; it comprises the operation step of adding
alcohol balls comprising alcohol selected from the group consisting of cognac,
vodka, and whiskey.

12. It is the Turkish coffee mixture in powder form according to the above claims and
it is characterized in that; it comprises 40-80% coffee bean by weight, 10-35%
foaming agent by weight, 0.05-5% coffee aroma by weight, and 0.05-5%
thickener by weight.

13. It is the Turkish coffee mixture in instant powder form according to the above
claims and it is characterized in that; it comprises 40-80% coffee bean by weight,
0-50% sweetening agent by weight, 10-35% foaming agent by weight, 0.05-5%
coffee aroma by weight, 0.05-5% thickener by weight, 0.05-5% aroma by weight,
and 0.05-10% said alcohol balls by weight.
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